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About This Game

Try. Try again. In Rewind you can clone yourself and manipulate time to solve both the puzzles and the mystery of why you are
here. Use the weapons at your disposal to eliminate your enemies, even if it's yourself. Can you make it to the exit? You can

only count on yourselves.

Created by Rachel "Angel_Mapper" Cordone, author of the award winning Unreal Tournament 3 mod "Prometheus", Rewind is
the debut game from Stubborn Horse Studios.
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Title: Rewind
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Stubborn Horse Studios
Publisher:
Stubborn Horse Studios
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher.

Processor: 2.0+ GHz processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-compatible video card

Storage: 1400 MB available space

English
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Seven Puzzles that take about ten minutes to complete but it feels a lot longer plus achievements that require you to like each
girl 1000 times.

Its tedious.

Works as an achievement clicker but its very little replay value.

. Honestly, I've had a lot of fun with this game despite (being kind) its really unpolished presentation. Gave up on it awhile back
due to the increase in bugs and the downward spiral of poor design.

I picked it up again after the major "pre-full release" update. This turned into at least 6 updates in a row as they kept fixing
really obvious things like having the same font size for all of the menu items and putting those items in a straight line.

Again I had some fun with it, but in those many patches this week they have been making inexplicable changes that make no
sense. It has finally made me give up on it. For example, I love smooth turning and I turn the speed up high on it, but they set
smooth turning to hyperspeed. There's no way to change it at all; it's just crazy high speed. So when you click the thumbstick to
change fire rate you could accidentally turn almost 90 degrees in that instant.

Also, you used to be able to turn off the orientation circle that hovers around your waist to remind you where you are in your
room and which direction you're facing. Now you can't turn that off. You just have it in your face blocking your view when you
crouch. It's distracting and immersion breaking to the extreme - especially when you're used to playing without it - particularly
in night mode.

When you add those mystifying changes to the pile of issues that have built up and are ignored by the dev (gunshot sounds
getting stuck and repeating at high frequency making buzzing noises going off around you, just dying suddenly for no reason
with no kill feed explanation, the barrier movement text appearing directly over your vision in the middle of aiming and
firefights, the kill feed text being unreadable a lot of the time such as when it's over sky, the indicator on the navigation map
being almost invisible against the strange color choices used on the navigation map, not being able to mute people who scream
or play music into the mic while you're stuck with them in the plane, loot disappearing instead of dropping, etc., etc.) it adds up
to an experience that I can't recommend. Give someone else your money, and don't enable this kind of bad development.. hello
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first i suffered a head trauma in 2004 so excuse the spelling grammar issue . I have all the small DLC's I got this one the other
day when it went on sale since to complete the collection get 50% off .
I see a few people complaining about all defense battles . I am into about 4-5 battles . I missed a Russian power of 1 take a
objective and lost the battle sending me to Italy lucky I learned early on save every 5 turns or before a major try at something I
reloaded and now going on attack.
About the defense game It is at a point in the war where Germany could do nothing but try to hold them back this game is not
nor was designed to change history in a big way . I have about 25 hours into these 4-5 battles at 7.50 bucks already got monies
worth
some glitches but trust me the dev's will fix them.
I have beta tested or played certain sections before they came out for public .I still pay for the game get maybe 20% off
If you have played the Germans from the start learned the pros of the game built up a great core by now . you will enjoy the
game counter strke when can I saved and built 4 para squads with 4-5 stars over the game and have used them to do a deep drop
or special shore up troops w\/o a truck giving a extra unit .
I sugest if new to the game start with early Blitz first this will be defensive in nature . Their are other games that you can play to
"change History" and Germany wins this is not that game only lets you pro long the end or so far I see they added a Nuke button
plane not there yet
I say yes complete the 3-4 dlc's leading to this get her on sale and don't cry if you are not attacking every battle

I am wondering what the next project will be , also if you lose you go to Italy there is a cheat to win or extend the turns to
complete the mission so going to see if I will stay in russia if I keep wining since I saved the italy mission separate
Buy it enjoy playing a part of History and Not changing it or deleting it simply because you wannted a different outcome

Bob C
Aka Crazy Bear USA. Connection lost
Connection lost
Connection lost

OMG this game is bad on so many levels
To start off
It lags, i have a decent pc, but this game gives me 20 fps in groups
2nd thing. Its boring and repetitive. There is no story. After the 1st world everything becomes super easy. Waves die in 2
seconds. Then you wait 2 minutes because you cant speed up monsters respawn.
Multiplayer is. Its buggy. It will take 10 tried to connect to a game. And then if ANYONE leaves => everyone leaves.
You have no clue what stage the host is at. If he is ahead of you, than you will not be able to do anything there with your low
level character. ALSO which is the worst. the progress will be remembered and next time you tri to solo, you will start on that
high♥♥♥♥♥lvl mission, unable to do anything.
If, however, the host is behind you in progressiong, you will not be able to pick characters that host doesn't have unlocked.
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T.

And the best part. I spent 5 hours playing yesterday
Today I logged in to see my characters deleted.

8/8 m8. I was not expecting something like this to be this astonishingly bad. \u00a315.99 is a rip off for this sort of game.

Eve of Destruction is basically a poor man's Call of Duty and make it have the quality of the latest Infinite Warfare trailer.

Eve of Destruction - REDUX (and no, I don't udnerstand the REDUX part, I can't find any existing "Eve of Destruction") is
basically a single\/multiplayer FPS. It is divided into different game modes, with a primary focus on the Combat game mode.

Now, I will start off by saying when the game first started, I was semi impressed. I saw the amount of maps that the game had
and it had a good 30 "different" maps. I'm using different in quotations for reasons I'll explain later.

The first mode I tried out was the only tutorial mission which was helicopter training. I jump in and realise that graphics are
awful, Call of Duty on PS1 graphics I'm talking about, and I'm talking about the game on max settings. The helicopter training is
also unbeatable as the helicopter controls are terrible. I don't usually expect helicopter controls in games to be great but I expect
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that I can at least control the altitude of the thing. In Eve of Destruction, you can barely do anything as nearly all movement of
the helicopter is depending on the mouse and not only that, the W key is used for moving forward and gaining altitude and the S
key is used to descend and move backwards, imagine how hard it is to reach an objective using that sort of process.

Anyway, enough about the tutorial, what's the rest of the game like? Well, the rest of the game is just starting to get bad.

Nearly all of the game modes have a form of unplayability factor to them or just shear boredom that you cna't really press
forwards to continue playing it.

One issue that the game also has is that you can't apply a differetn game mode to a different map, each map has a designated
game mode\/s to them (when I say s, I mean that there are about 5 of them that have 2 game modes to them) the maps that do
have more than 1 game mode to it use that other game mode as jsut a tacky add on that doesn't even seem fitting with the map.

I'll talk about a few of the game modes that are worth talking about as these are the main stand points of the game.

Combat is probably the primary game mode the game pushes out and it's also the most generic. It's basically Capture the Flag +
bad AI teammates. You can choose from 2 teams and you need to have your team conquer all the flags on the map. The primary
problem that it has is that each team have designated flags assigned to them. You don't start off with an equal amount of flags
(or at least not always) and you're never told before you've actually chosen your team what the amount of starting flags are. The
2nd issue is that the AI of the teammates is some of the worst I've ever seen. Your teammates just run around in circles and
don't really help you out much. The enemy AI on the other hand seem to vary from being bad like your teammates and being
unfair. For starters, the AI seem to be able to shoot through the walls whereas you can't so that's already unfair. But then
sometimes the enemy AI just sometimes decide to not shoot at you. I can't figure out why they aren't shooting at me sometimes
and other times they don't.

There's a game mode where you fire missiles down on planes\/helicopters that don't even attack you which is also really boring
when the thing actually functions correctly.

The racing in the game also has some unplayability. If your car flips, there is no way to actually get the thing back up so that
means game over and with the bizarre AI attached to it, you'll get flipped over a lot.

There is also other forms of warfare, there's air warfare where (if you payed attention to the tutorial I played) you can sort of
expect having warfare with jets and helicopters will go.

There's boat warfare and the enemy AI is worse on that as they'll just keep crashing their boats into everything and pose as little
to no threat to you.

Now, let me talk about the maps. Even though (like I said) I was impressed with the amount of maps that were created at the
start, once I actually played them, most of them felt tacky, cheap and unfinished. Items, houses everything is recycled wherever
possible and most of the maps feel like I'm playing in the same empty environment. Also, there's a map in the game and
according to the map, there was emant to be other buildings implemented because they're on the map, but not actually
PHYSICALLY there.

The multiplayer isn't that good as there's barely anyone playing and is primarily occupied by bots (and you know what they're
like)

Your weapons also decide to freak out from time to time. The ironsights on your guns sometimes works, sometimes don't and
soemtimes decide to put the ironsights in the middle of the gun so you can't see what you're doing.

Even if you can look past all of the flaws I've listed out, the game is still a generic and boring multiplayer FPS that is
DEFINATELY overpriced. Personally, this is one of the worst experiences I've ever had.

Pros

Cons
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- Bad graphics
- Bad vehicle controls
- Recycled maps
- Missing locations
- Bad AI
- Some game modes are unplayable

Final verdict: 1\/10

My Steam Cuarator group: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/MellowReviews. Got my attention with retro graphics, but
the game itself is pretty meh. Simplistic, not very fun to play, and with a timelimit, which is always annoying. Got bored after
15 minutes, and from what I've seen in the review section, other people's playtimes max at about 0,5 - 1 hour. I suppose it's main
selling point is that it's free :D. Keep it fun
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This game is great fun and quick and easy drop into with a friend. Perfect if you have some Xbox controllers, otherwise, the
keys take some figuring out (difficult while drunk).
I include this game along with Super Streetfighter IV and Towerfall: Ascension for awesome post-pub sofa multiplayer
sessions!. It's pretty much just an early 2000's flash game. I got it super cheap so I don't care I guess. but it's not something I'd
suggest buying unless you want to add more easy 100% achievement completions to your profile.

You see my total playtime? That's how long it took to get every achievement. Save your money lol

Pretty much the only reason I'm keeping it myself.. Just buy it. It may be a bit expensive (what is?) without the sale discount, but
imo it would still be worth it.

See it as an updated version of the beautiful Three Country Corner route, for which I tried to make a scenario myself. I took the
OBB coaches out the Semmeringbahn route and made some other changes. While I for sure enojoyed it, it just didn't had the
desired effect for me. This scenario add-on has.

Now i only have to switch one of the Semmeringbahn's 1016 Taurus with coaches, to the (also very) beautiful (and not included
in this scenario pack of course) OBB 4023 Talent from RSSLO. Perfect for me!

Setting the time i had to put in making a scenario myself, against the 6 or 10 \u20ac\/$\/etc. to pay some other dude (who
delivers a good job), for me for sure it would always be the second choice.. This is an amazing game, especially when
comparing it to its predecessor GSM (2016). The most important improvement for me is the reduced waiting time when the
game is processing all the results. Moreover, it shows what percentage it already processed which gives a good indication how
long to wait (which is not too long). The other feature that i loved are the player pictures\/images. Moreover, the games and
scores seem realistic, and the transfer system balanced. It is great to know what a player expects prior to buying him because in
the previous GSM one would sometimes need to spend unnecessary amount of 'turns' to figure it out. If you want to have the
CM feeling you should buy this game. However, that doesnt mean it is CM or should become it. Maybe in the future it would be
nice to be able to add the feature of defensive, neutral, and attacking mentality. However, it should never become FM in the
sense of its complicated unrealistic 'realism'. People should remember that gaming should be fun and not a part-time job. This
game realizes that and within five years - if the developer wants it - it can overcome FM.. This game is great; a real throwback
to older early 2000s games and to AOL-era internet browsing. This game is visual eye-candy and an acid trip at the same time.
This game is seriously hilarious as it inserts every inch of a e s t h e t i c culture and vaporwave memes into it very consistently. I
was worried the game would be too short, but proved to be actually well worth the steam sale as every single part of this game is
entertaining. If you enjoy the vaporwave aesthetic and want to play a fun adventure game that can be not only hilarious but very
insightful at times, this is it. The music is also great if you enjoy vaporwave and the like.

TL;DR - 悲しい男の子 の R E A L I T Y ��. This loco has a very detailed cab and the sounds are brill
one of the best DTG locos yet
. I recommend this game for creative players. 9/10. There's plenty of room for improvement in this game, but from the way it's
looking it won't be improved very much. The combat is really really bad, and that's pretty important. I wouldn't recommend
picking this one up unless it's changed really seriously. See the following video for gameplay, it's really not good:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=db9PguB1Wl4. bad game, ends to quick, ETC.. A decent little turn-based strategy war
game.

Gameplay is an army vs army border shoving match. Players stack units on friendly tiles, then clash with opponents' stacks on
adjacent tiles. Higher stack number overtakes lower stack number, and the player is left with the difference on the newly
occupied tile. The number of armies you can place each turn depends on the health of your economy, as manged by allocating
resources to tiles with cities on them. You can place up to 3 armies per friendly tile per turn, and move them one space to an
adjacent tile. Win by controlling all the tiles on the map.

The menus aren't very intuitive, but there's only a few buttons and you can figure out what they do within the first couple of
turns. Also, to play again you have to exit and restart the game as far as I know.

I visited the Reddit page where there are some contrib maps, and they do work well with a simple copy-paste of some txt. The
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game locked up a bit when loading a bigger map but eventually came through just fine.

Overall I'm very satisfied with my purchase and I think the game will have good replay value.
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